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1 Why a New Model?
Don’t we know everything there is to know about testing? The response from pretty well everyone
who knows anything about testing is ‘certainly not’. I am proposing a New Model because I believe
that the testing world is getting shaken up quite dramatically. The current confused state of affairs
[1,2] could mean that some testers will lose their jobs and be reassigned to do other things, and
some of the value that testers add (but few can articulate, by the way) will be lost. The software
industry will be the poorer for it.
The current perspectives, styles or schools of testing will not accommodate emerging approaches to
software development such as continuous delivery and, for example new technologies such as Big
Data, the Internet of Things and pervasive computing. These approaches require new test strategies,
approaches and thinking. Our existing models of testing (staged, scripted, exploratory, agile,
interventionist) are mostly implementations of testing in specific contexts.
I believe there is an underlying model of testing that is context-neutral and I have tried to shed some
light on what this might be by postulating the Test Axioms, for example [3]. The Axioms are an
attempt to identify a set of rules or principles that govern all testing. Some people, who have used
them think they work well. They don’t change the world, they just represent a set of things to think
about – that’s all. But, if you choose them to be true, then it becomes possible to avoid the quagmire
of debates about scripted versus unscripted testing or the merits and demerits of (current)
certifications, the value of testing and so on.
The model of testing presented in this paper is an extension to this thinking. The model represents
the thought-processes that I believe are going on in my own head when I explore and test. You
might recognise them and by doing so, gain a better insight into how you test. I hope so. As George
Box said, ‘essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful’. This model might be wrong, but
you might find it useful. If you do find it useful, let me know. If you think it’s wrong, please let me
know how I might improve it.
This paper presents an alternative view of the core activities of testing and a New Model of it. The
aim of the paper is to make this model available and through discussion and challenge – to improve
it or kill it. It is a straw man. It is a model. It is wrong. It might be useful.

2 Fundamentals
I will use my selected definition of testing and suggest a model based on a belief that ALL testing is
exploratory [4].

2.1 Base definition of test
There are some core definitions that need to be stated at the outset. I will continue to use my
selected definitions, sourced from a dictionary [5] and used in [3, 6]:
Test: (noun) a procedure for critical evaluation; a means of determining the presence, quality, or
truth of something; a trial
Test: (verb) to critically evaluate; to determine the presence, quality, or truth of something; to
conduct a trial
Testing: (noun) doing some or all of the above.
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2.2 Thought Processes, Not Test Logistics
When tests are performed on-the-fly, based on mental models, the thought processes are not visible
to others; the thinking might take seconds or minutes. At the other extreme, complex systems might
have thousands of things to test in precise sequence, in complicated, expensive, distributed
technical environments with the collaboration of many testers, technicians and tool-support, taking
weeks or months to plan and apply.
Depending on the approach used, very little might be written down or large volumes of
documentation might be created. I’ll call the environmental challenges and documentary aspect
‘test logistics’. The environmental situation and documentation approach is a logistical, not a testing
challenge. The scale and complexity of test logistics can vary dramatically. But the essential thought
processes of testing are the same in all environments.
So, for the purpose of the model, I am going to ignore test logistics. Imagine, that the tester has a
perfect memory and can perform all of the design and preparation in their head. Assume that all of
the necessary environmental and data preparations for testing have been done, magically. Now, we
can focus on the core thought processes and activities of testing.
The model assumes an idealised situation (like all models do), but it enables us to think more clearly
about what testers need to do.

2.3 What Stakeholders Want
Testing is an information activity performed on behalf of (people who I will call) testing stakeholders.
The manager who asked you to test could be your most important stakeholder but project
stakeholders, the ‘business’, users, developers and others are all testing stakeholders because at
some time or another, they will be very interested in the outcome of testing.
If you are testing the products of your own efforts (for example, you are a developer), you could be
your own stakeholder. Your approach to testing your own products or systems will be focused on
what you and others, as stakeholders, want to learn about those products or systems. Usually, the
outcomes and interpretations of testing help stakeholders to make a decision – to accept, to reject,
to delay, to stop, to investigate further, to re-think, to fix a defect, and so on.
The testers’ mission is usually determined before the tester starts these tasks. Testers need to
understand who their stakeholders are, what goals and risks concern them, what decisions they
need to make, why, when and how. But they also need to know the scope of the investigation, the
effort and elapsed time available to perform the testing and the nature of the information that
testing must provide.
The information that stakeholders need from test reporting strongly influences what models or
modelling approach will be most meaningful to them.

2.4 Fundamental Test Process
At the most fundamental level, all testing can be described thus:
1. We identify and explore sources of knowledge to build test models
2. We use these models to challenge and validate the sources
3. We use these models to inform (development and) testing.
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I make a distinction between exploration and testing. The main difference from the common testing
view is that I will use the term Exploration to mean the elicitation of knowledge about the system to
be tested from sources of knowledge.

2.5 Our Brains are Designed to Build Models of Our World
Our brains are capable of modelling and remodelling our surroundings. These models allow our brain
to send impulses to our muscles in highly complex patterns that enable us to move and reach our
destinations without bumping into things. Our brain recalculates and recalibrates these models
second by second. Modelling and visualisation are essential skills that play an important role in all of
our everyday lives. The BEST robots on the planet are still quite crude in comparison.
You must have seen golfers practicing their swing before they take a shot. They rehearse and
visualise the shot, the trajectory of the ball and the target. In many sports, coaches film athletes and
talk them through their movements in great detail helping them to visualise so they can control their
movement, often under great physical stress. Athletes consciously model their world to achieve
perfection or control and some call it ‘the zone’.
But models don’t only represent physical movement. For example, when Stephen Hawking lost
physical capabilities, he invented a collection of powerful mental tools – models – that allowed him
to carry on working with his physics, without using a blackboard or written formulae.
We use this same modelling skill to develop and test systems. Our brains are incredibly sophisticated
and fast modelling engines and mental modelling dominates our thinking.

2.6 Developers and Testers Create Models
I have hinted that perhaps, the modelling activity that testers do is the same as the modelling that
developers do. Now, this is a quite speculative suggestion. Because I am a developer and because I
test, I find that my mind constantly flip-flops between a melange of mental questions that refuse to
go away: “What is required”, “How do I know?”, “How will it be used?”, “How shall I build it?”, “How
will I know I’m done?”, “How shall I test it?”, “Is it finished, safe, ready?” These questions dominate
my thinking whether I am writing code or testing it.
The questions that pester the developer and tester trigger the need to model the requirements, the
solution and the tests. So let me suggest that perhaps, developer and tester exploration and
modelling really are quite similar. Am I really suggesting that developers and testers explore in the
same way? Well, yes, sort of – but it can’t be as simple as that, can it?
Developers explore their sources of knowledge to understand what to build and potentially, how to
‘grow’ their code into useful features. Whether the developer is using a test-driven approach or they
adopt the ‘code a bit, test a bit’ approach, each test confirms that the incremental code the
developer has just written matches their mental model.
Sometimes, just like a tester, the developer will try things out, not knowing what the outcome might
be and then decide what to do next.
The developer might take the outcome of a test and change or refine their model. Or they might ask
for more information. Or they might fix some anomalous behaviour. At this time, the developer
would not call these anomalies bugs because they occur as part of the learning process. As they
model, they compare the software with their models. Through exploration and experimentation, the
model and the software evolve towards an alignment that could provide value to a stakeholder.
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A tester has similar choices. The anomalous behaviour might expose a flaw in the requirement, the
model or the system, and judgement is required. The tester might decide to explore further, refine
the model, or log a problem report.

2.7 Test Design is Based on Models
Most of the text of this section has been extracted from the Tester’s Pocketbook, pages 25-30.
Boris Beizer said in 1990 [7]:
‘Testing is a process in which we create mental models of the environment, the program, human
nature, and the tests themselves. Each model is used either until we accept the behaviour is
correct or until the model is no longer sufficient for the purpose.’
Test design is the process by which we select, from the infinite number possible, the tests that we
believe will be most valuable to us and our stakeholders. Our test model helps us to select tests in a
systematic way. Test models are fundamental to testing and the remainder of this section discuss
them.

2.7.1 What is a test model?
A test model might be a checklist or set of criteria; it could be a diagram derived from a design
document or an analysis of narrative text. Many test models are never committed to paper – they
can be mental models constructed specifically to guide the tester whilst they explore the system
under test.
We use test models to:


Simplify the context of the test. Irrelevant or negligible details are ignored in the model.



Focus attention on a particular aspect of the behaviour of the system. These might be critical or
risky features, technical aspects or user operations of interest, or particular aspects of the
construction or architecture of the system.



Generate a set of unique (within the context of the model) tests that are diverse (with respect to
that model).



Enable the testing to be estimated, planned, monitored and evaluated for its completeness
(coverage).

From the tester’s point of view, a model helps us to recognise particular aspects of the system that
could be the subject of a test. The model focuses attention on areas of the system that are of
interest.
We usually base models on one of the following sources:


The test basis – text or diagrams or information that describe required behaviour.



The architecture of the system – we identify testable items in its user-interface, structure or
internal design.



Modes of failure – patterns of failure of concern from our experience or historical record.



Usage patterns – the way the system will be used, operated and interacted with in a business
context.
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2.7.2 An example of a test model
Suppose we want to test how a car (an automatic gearshift model) accelerates from rest to its top
speed and check that it meets our performance objective (e.g. from a standing start to 60 mph in 8
seconds). We might model this system as:
1. A gas pedal or accelerator that can have a variable position.
2. A power source (the engine) having a power output varying from a minimum to a maximum
value dependent on the gas pedal position.
3. A mass (of the whole vehicle and driver) acting at a defined centre of gravity – which accelerates
according to Newton’s second law.
4. Formulae that relate the gas pedal position, power output and acceleration.
We can extract all the information we need for our model from the design document for the car.
Using the model, we could design a test like this: “From rest, set the pedal to maximum power for a
period of ten seconds. Use our formulae to calculate a predicted speed for every second of
acceleration. Compare the actual speed with predicted speed every second of the test.”
When we conduct the test in a real car we compare its speed at every second to that predicted by
the model. In this way, we could determine whether the car meets its performance objective. If the
system under test (the car) does not behave correctly according to our model we either change the
car, or we change the model (our interpretation of the car’s behaviour).
Everything looks fine – doesn’t it?

2.7.3 Models over-simplify, so use more than one
But in the real test, our car may not behave as we expect because our model ignores several key
aspects of the car’s behaviour and context. We might reasonably ask:


Would a real driver be as aggressive or gentler with the gas pedal?



What is the wind speed and direction?



What are the road conditions (wet, dry, tarmac, dirt etc.)?



What load is the car carrying, beyond the driver?



Is the car on a level road, an uphill or downhill incline?



What is the power efficiency of the system?1

Our model is grossly simplified, incorporates many implicit assumptions and would need significant
refinement to be an accurate representation of a real car under test. All models simplify the context
of tests to varying extent, so we normally use several models to broaden our view and coverage
(referred to as ‘diverse half-measures’ [8]). The challenges are to select models that are an accurate
enough representation of our system under test and to interpret the test outcomes obtained with
care.
In general, all test models, even those proposed by textbooks are heuristic, in that they are useful in
some situations but are always incomplete and fallible. Before we adopt a model, we need to know
1

Even applying an efficiency rating would be a gross over-simplification. Typically, 80% of the power generated
by burning gasoline is wasted heating the car and atmosphere, overcoming friction of car components, tyre
wear and wind resistance.
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what aspects of the behaviour, design, modes of failure or usage patterns the model helps us to
identify and what assumptions and simplifications it (explicitly or implicitly) includes.

2.7.4 Formal test models
Formal models tend to be derived from analyses of design or requirements text, tables or diagrams
or are derived from the architecture or structure of the system itself. These models are often
specified (and sometimes mandated) in standards or development methodologies. They are
intended to be systematic methods that, when properly used by testers, deliver equivalent sets of
tests from the same test basis and context. In principle, a quantitative coverage measure can be
obtained from a formal test model2.

2.7.5 Informal test models
Test models don’t necessarily have to be diagrammatic or represent the requirements or design of
the system. For example, some models are just lists of modes of failure, risks or vulnerabilities.
Security hackers and criminals adopt patterns of attack to undermine or breach the security of
software systems. To verify that systems are not vulnerable, security testers use lists of
vulnerabilities as a model to trigger ideas for tests.
Other informal test models include navigation paths through business processes or the system itself,
quality criteria, user roles and behaviours or scenarios that stakeholders believe are relevant to the
use of the system in the real world.
Informal models cannot be used to define quantitative coverage measures.

2.7.6 Ad-Hoc test models
Some models can be ad-hoc, invented by the tester just before or even during testing. If, while
testing, a tester sees an opportunity to explore a particular aspect of a system, he might use his
experience to think up some interesting situations on-the-fly. Nothing may be written down at the
time, but the tester is using a mental model to generate tests and speculate how the system should
behave.
Stakeholders may not tell testers to use specific test models, but where documentation written by,
on behalf of or approved by stakeholders is used to derive tests (the Test Basis), the stakeholders
ought to be aware of what models are adopted and how tests are being derived. The stakeholders
may be of the opinion that the model generates too few (or too many) tests to be meaningful or
economic.

2.8 Sources of Knowledge
We build our models from information that we elicit from sources of knowledge. Given a mission for
testing, our first task is to identify these sources. These sources of knowledge might be:


Documentation: specifications, designs, requirements, standards, guidelines and so on



People: stakeholders, users, analysts, designers and developers and others



Experience: your own knowledge and experience of similar (or dissimilar systems), your
preferences, prejudices, guesses, hunches, beliefs and biases



System: the system under test, if it exists, is available and accessible.

2

See the section on Coverage in [2] (p 35)
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We gather information from our sources of knowledge to derive models that we use to challenge
our sources and design and/or test our systems.
All of our sources of knowledge are fallible and incomplete and so are our models.

3 Exploration and Testing – Two Modes of Thinking
There are two modes of thinking in our test approach – exploration and testing – that have distinctly
different goals. By separating the two, we allow our minds to focus on the different goals at hand.
Our thinking is clearer because our judgement on whether a source is reliable is not clouded by
whether (or not) we have found a good test of the system (and vice versa). This is not an argument
for staged testing. Rather, I make the case for clear thinking, depending on what your goal is at the
time – creating good models from trusted sources or creating and applying effective tests.
We start by exploring our sources – we formulate models; we use models to challenge our sources
through example to improve our sources and our models. When we are satisfied that a model is
adequate, we use the model to inform our testing. I use the term ‘inform’ deliberately. The model
may be formulated in such a way that test cases are readily obtained. Some models, for example
state diagrams, boundary values or decision tables expose test cases readily. Other models such as
check lists of risks or design heuristics require further thinking. For example, ‘which tests will best
demonstrate whether a mode of failure is possible or likely?’
Some (perhaps most) mental models cannot easily be described. They could be based on our
experience, imagination, prejudices or biases. They might exist only in our subconscious mind. There
may be several or several thousand different visualisations, patterns or forms that our models might
take. The workings of our brains is still a mystery. There might be a more satisfactory description of
how brains work in the future but right now, for the purpose of this paper, we need only believe that
models are formulated in the brain of the tester.

Figure 1 Exploration, Testing and Judgement
Figure 1 Exploration, Testing and Judgement illustrates the two modes of thought – exploration and
testing, governed by the mission of the tester. Judgement is required when moving from one mode
to the other. The two modes of thought represent two different processes followed by testers. I’ll
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describe each in more detail. The model is introduced in two halves which are then combined into a
single schematic later.

4 The Exploration Process
4.1 The Goal of Exploration
We use the exploration process to derive a model or more usually, set of models, from the source(s)
of knowledge. In deriving these models, the tester will detect gaps and inconsistencies in the
sources. There are two main activities:


We elicit information from our sources of knowledge to derive and improve useful models (for
testing)



We make predictions from our models, challenge our sources of knowledge through example
and (perhaps) improve them.

These mutually supporting activities drive the tester’s behaviour when in exploration mode. The goal
of improving our sources is optional in some circumstances so we can offer two formulations of the
outcomes (or outputs) of exploration:
1. Trusted models of the system from sources of knowledge or
2. Trusted models of the system, consistent with trusted sources of knowledge.
The first is easy to understand – we might leave behind our fallible sources. The second hints at a
more involved process – including the improvement of the sources. These might be revised
documentation or clarifications of thinking. The process might be very formal or informal. For the
purpose of this paper, we’ll rest at knowing that the exploration process provides the opportunity to
improve the sources. But what do we mean by ‘trusted’?
In the Business Story Pocketbook [9], we describe a trusted requirement thus:
“A trusted requirement is one that, at this moment in time, is believed to accurately represent the
users’ need and is sufficiently detailed to be developed and tested.”
And we argue that:
“... a trusted requirement has both a requirement definition and a set of illustrative examples to
fully describe a feature. It is easy to demonstrate that this is the case. Give a developer a set of
examples only, and they can create code that passes all tests based on those examples. But their
code might simply implement a series of choices of inputs and pre-defined outputs without
providing a generalised solution. It’s comparable to teaching a child their ‘times table’ without
them understanding the general rules of multiplication. Asking ‘what is 7 times 9?’ may result in a
correct answer. Asking what is 6.345 times 9.321 won’t.
Trusted requirements usually require both a generalised statement and examples.”

4.2 The Four Activities of Exploration
There are four activities of exploration that need explanation:


Enquiring



Modelling



Predicting



Challenging
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These activities take place in sequence for some aspects of exploration, but exploration is an
extremely dynamic and unpredictable process that mostly happens in the mind of the tester. Most
people who are exploring are juggling multiple sources of and perspectives on information that may
or may not be germane to the task. It is likely that different parts of the brain are doing these things
in parallel. Our model is a crude representation of the reality. The figure below shows the process.

Figure 2 the Exploration Process

4.3 Enquiring
We need to elicit information from our sources of knowledge and we do this by enquiry. Because
our sources vary considerably, our enquiry technique will vary. With a document, we read,
assimilate, analyse and question. Typically, we will ask the author for clarifications as we learn more.
We might ask open questions to get the ‘big picture’ initially, but as we learn more, we focus more
and more on detail.
As our models evolve, we see gaps in our model and seek clarification, detail and confirmation. We
distinguish between what the system must cope with and how it is expected to behave. All the time
we are also looking to identify trustworthy oracles.

4.4 Modelling
As we acquire information from our sources and assimilate it, our mind attempts to structure
disparate items of data into some kind of order or perspective. Modelling the data is how our brains
make sense of it. I have said earlier that the process of modelling varies from drafting graphical
representations (directed graphs, mind-maps and so on), to making check lists or tables or
formulating mental models that may take nebulous forms that are never documented or shared with
others.
Models take various forms. Here are some popular types of model:
Checklists and Inventories
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A model can comprise a list of functional areas, features or issues to cover in testing. Pre-existing
checklists of standard problems encountered in the past might be used and lists of quality
criteria, non-functional requirements are common. A list of features or a table of contents lifted
from a document might be used. A common approach is to compile a risk register that captures
the modes of failure of most concern that can be used to direct the test effort and prioritise tests.
Of course, in a similar vein, a list of goals or key processes that must work might also be on your
list.
Some models are specifically tabulated (rather than simple lists). Obvious examples would be
decision-tables and state tables (which are really a transformation of state transition diagrams).
Graphical models
In many situations, a picture is worth a thousand words, as they say. Graphical models are most
often presented as directed graphs. A directed graph is a diagram that consists of nodes and links
that connect them. Nodes are usually rectangles, ovals or circles. Links are usually lines with
arrows indicating a permitted direction or transition between nodes.
Examples of directed graphs are state-transition models, control-flow graphs, flowcharts,
sequence, swim-lane, collaboration and class-diagrams. These kinds of models are often ‘given’
as part of requirements or design documents. But the same ‘blobs and lines’ convention can be
used by testers to capture any kind of structure that a system or business process implements.
In Agile teams, it is common for business processes to be ‘story-mapped’ using cards on a board
or, increasingly, software tools designed for the purpose. These provide obvious opportunities for
testers – to cover features and paths through the business process.
Data Domains
Many of the variables that represent data in use in systems follow rules of validity or processing.
Domain-testing depends on identifying these variables, understanding their ranges or rules of
validity and characterising them. These models can be analysed to identify test values that are of
interest. Domain Testing is comprehensively described in [10].
Business Stories
The concept of user stories has wide acceptance in Agile teams. Story summaries or feature titles
are usually augmented by acceptance criteria. These acceptance criteria are basic checks on what
the feature must do and can be used as test ideas.
In Behaviour-Driven Development (BDD), stories are captured in a Domain Specific Language as
structured text. These structured stories can be interpreted by software tools to generate test
code, but more importantly, acceptance criteria or scenarios are used to clarify requirements
through collaboration and discussion. Naturally, the scenarios can drive feature-based test
automation and be used as the basis of system or acceptance tests [9].
Doodles and Mental Models
The first thing to say about mental models, is of course they could be ‘any of the above’ in
principle. Personally, I have a lousy short term memory, so anything large enough to be called a
state-diagram or set of story scenarios would have to be written down somewhere for me to use
them. However, all models start their life as a mental model and the choice that the tester has is
whether the doodle that you might start with needs to be refined into something more elaborate
or documented.
Some people find it useful to doodle their models. An obvious example here is a mind map. Mindmaps are hierarchies that can be used to decompose systems to sub-systems to menu options to
features and so on. They can help people to visualise the structure of the system under test. But
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mind-maps are also useful to take a list, such as a list of failure modes and break these down to
lower levels of detail to identify scenarios that might trigger the failures and capture ideas for
tests to ‘cover’ the risks.
When exploring the system under test and especially when the scope of exploration is well
understood, the paths one takes through the system can usually be memorised and used as a
mental-map of the product. As a tester navigates through features, mental models pop-up in
one’s mind, and if the model triggers interesting tests then usually the tester will spend time
applying tests that ‘cover’ the mental model.

4.5 Predicting
A significant aspect of our exploration is the identification and use of oracles. In [2], I define a test
oracle this way:
“A Test Oracle is the source, or sources, of knowledge that enable us to predict the outcome of
any test. In effect, an oracle tells us what a system does in all circumstances and situations. If an
oracle does this, it is perfect. Our oracle might be derived from the same sources as our models.
Whatever our sources of knowledge are, like models, they are fallible.”
Sometimes, our models will explicitly state outcomes. For example, a formally described state model
will show initial state, input(s), final state and output(s). On other occasions, outcomes will be
implicit (“failure is not an option”) or be calculable from a stated formula, algorithm or table or we
can refer to our trusted sources as oracles.
At any rate, when we are modelling, we can derive examples of a system in operation, suggested by
our model and use these examples to post ‘what if?’ challenges to our sources.

4.6 Challenging
We pose challenges to our sources and we do this by example. Typically, we use our knowledge of
the requirement and our model to posit interesting questions on the behaviour of our system. These
questions take the form of scenarios that we believe the system must deal with. These scenarios or
examples can be used to confirm our understanding, to point out gaps or inconsistencies in our
sources. The DeFOSPAM technique, described in the Business Story Pocketbook [9] sets out one
method for doing this. Other, alternative techniques are offered in [10, 11, 12, 13].
This ‘challenge by example’ can be seen to work nicely with sources that are people or documents.
The challenge is much like a question that leads to a specific answer or outcome. Perhaps, like a
lawyer or Socrates, a good tester should know pretty much what the answer is before they ask the
question. Some typical answers from stakeholders would include:
“I never thought of that – let me ask someone and get back to you”
“That’s unlikely. But I need to write a new requirement for that situation”
“That’s inconsistent, the requirement needs a re-think”
“Stop. We need to re-write that requirement before we go any further”
“No, the behaviour is correct, but the requirement is unclear in this area”
The next action varies depending on these outcomes of course. But what if our source of knowledge
is the system itself? This ‘special source’ needs special treatment.
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4.7 Exploring the System Under Test
For testers, the system under test can itself be a source of knowledge and might be our main source
if, for example, the documentation is poor or non-existent. We will explore the software and build
our models. As we see examples of the system in use, we build a picture – a model – of its
behaviour. Initially, we will guess, we will speculate, and posit heuristics to build a richer picture and
try them out. Often, our heuristics will fail. So we try others.
As we explore, our models are informed by our knowledge and experience, our heuristics and the
behaviours exhibited by the system. Over time, often in just a few minutes, our models coalesce and
take form. In our minds, our model matures into something we have some confidence in. As we
explore further, we begin to trust that our model can predict the behaviour of our system. When we
trust our models, we believe that we can derive meaningful tests of the system.
At this point, we move into the testing process.

5 The Testing Process
The exploration process generates sets of models, from the source(s) of knowledge. When we test,
we use these models to inform our selection of tests to learn how the system under test behaves
and use that knowledge to inform stakeholders.

Figure 3 the Testing Process

5.1 The Six Activities of Testing
Figure 3 the Testing Process, is a schematic showing the flows of the thought process. There are six
aspects of testing that need explanation:


Informing



Applying



Interpreting
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Logging



Reporting



Refining

They take place in sequence for some aspects of the testing, but testing, by its nature, has
uncertain outcomes so in most projects, like exploration, testing is a dynamic and
unpredictable process.

5.2 Informing
Section 2.7 sets out how models are used – we use models to identify things to test. Some people
call these things to test ‘test ideas’. One can also call them (test) coverage items and, if the model
makes the calculation meaningful, calculate coverage measures.
In section 4.4, I set out the main types of models. The particular process of selecting tests using a
model varies with the model of course, and in the case of test design techniques, several excellent
books have been written describing the process. These are the standard patterns:
Checklists and Inventories
Tests are derived from a list of areas to cover. These might be risks, or modes of failure or design
heuristics to consider and so on. In this case, the choice and number of tests is based on the
judgement of the tester.
Graphical models
In the case of graphical models, the most common type is a directed graph. Think of them as
diagrams comprising blobs and arrows. Flowcharts, sequence diagrams, swim-lanes and so on.
Tests are often selected to cover all blobs or all arrows or selected sequences of them. Overall,
tests are implemented as paths through the directed graph.
Data Domains
The Domain testing Workbook [10] has expanded the rather basic equivalence partitioning and
boundary-value test design technique to a very general test design approach. I refer you to this
reference.
Business Stories
Stories and scenarios written in a structured format are increasingly popular in Agile
environments through the take up of BDD and associated tools. But scenarios are described more
generally in [9, 13, 14]. The Gherkin format [15] makes stories and scenarios a convenient
alternative to traditional test cases.
Doodles and Mental Models
As suggested earlier, these styles of model can be of any form so typically, one of the approaches
above is appropriate.

5.3 Applying
I used the term ‘applying’ to indicate the actual execution of a test. Humans might apply tests
through the user interface (UI) or some kind of proxy arrangement. Tests can also be applied using
automated tools driving a technical or programmer’s interface (the API), or the UI. Automated tests
require some form of script or set of instructions. Humans may, or may not, require scripts. Scripted
tests usually focus on particular expected outputs or can instruct the tester to make broader
observations.
Human testers apply the tests, observe outputs and judge whether an output matches an
expectation (scripted or not) or judges whether the outcome of the test is anomalous in some way.
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Tools can apply prepared tests and capture outputs and make comparisons with prepared expected
results but tools are unsophisticated ‘observers’. Tools can only be used for basic checking activities
in this respect. Obviously, some tests such as high volume tests through component APIs cannot be
applied except by using tools. Tests of components that don’t have a user interface must involve
some technology and might be applied by tools or people supported by tools.
Whether a human or automated tool applies the test and performs a comparison, only a human can
interpret the outcomes of tests.

5.4 Interpreting
When a test is applied, the output might be as expected or not or the outcome might be anomalous
in some way. There are a huge number of possible outcomes that could never be predicted (and
documented) in advance, so testers often observe anomalous behaviour or inconsistencies that are
not envisaged by the tester and certainly, not specified on scripts. Sometimes the tester sees things
that just seem not to look ‘quite right’. It’s an unpredictable and potentially complicated situation.
What interpretations on these observations are possible?


The system behaves as expected (or not) in one situation (but may or may not behave correctly
in other, similar, important, common situations) – perhaps more tests are required



The system may behave (or misbehave) in ways that were not modelled, identified or predicted
by a test model – perhaps the model needs refinement or new models are required



The system may behave (or misbehave) in ways that were not recognised or even seen by the
tester (whether scripted or exploratory) or tool (scripted) – testers and tools are fallible



The system may fail in ways that are not acceptable to stakeholders – these need diagnosis and
correction



The system cannot be made to fail in ways that stakeholders are concerned with – perhaps
stakeholder concerns are addressed or perhaps our tests are poor



The patterns of behaviour observed may support a conclusion that the system is acceptable (or
not)



The patterns of behaviour (or misbehaviour) give rise to new concerns, new risks and more tests.

This is a (non-definitive) list of possible interpretations. Tests might have been applied by humans or
by tools but these interpretations are made by testers and/or stakeholders and require domain and
system knowledge, awareness of risk and the application of human judgement.

5.5 Logging
When the interpretation of an outcome is that the system is exhibiting anomalous behaviour, then
the conclusion might be that further investigation is required. The logging of anomalies (also known
as failures, bugs, defects, errors, problems, issues etc.) may follow a formal process, involving
reviews and/or triage processes, change control and re-testing. But logging might also be informal
whereby the tester talks to the developer and agrees a position. The tester might refine their model
and carry on testing or the developer might fix the defect and notify the tester when the fix is
implemented and released.

5.6 Reporting
Reporting is the process whereby the tester provides meaningful feedback to stakeholders. Partly,
this will relate to the completion status or coverage of tests to give an indication of progress, but it
will also give an indication of completeness or thoroughness. The status of individual tests is of
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interest, but it is more the patterns that emerge from the interpretations of these tests that inform
the decision-making of stakeholders.
Underpinning all good test reporting to stakeholders is to use models that are meaningful to
stakeholders in your testing. For example, if your models describe business processes supported by
the system then reporting can be framed by those models. If your models relate tests to business
processes or goals, stakeholders can put the outcomes of your tests into context and relate them to
their own experience. If you are the developer or your stakeholder is, then your tests might
reasonably relate to the coverage of code, decisions, control flows and so on.

5.7 Refining
As tests are applied and outcomes interpreted, it is almost inevitable that your models may turn out
to be incomplete, inconsistent or incorrect. A sensible test strategy must allow the testers to reflect,
re-explore, re-think or make adjustments to align their models with the sources of knowledge and
the knowledge captured in the design of the system itself.
Sometimes developers have, through their discussion and collaboration, acquired deeper insights
into the stakeholders’ needs than the tester. The developers’ knowledge becomes embedded in the
system itself and may never be apparent until the tester tries to test it. Only then might it appear
that the tester’s knowledge is lacking. Perhaps the tester needs to consult the developers,
stakeholders, or users to acquire the same insight.
When the tester does understand things better, it might emerge that the developers made some
poor design choices and it is their design that needs to change to align with requirements. You never
know how these things might turn out.

5.8 New Model Testing
On the following page is the full model with both the exploration and testing process combined. The
‘refine the system’ element has been removed for clarity.
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Figure 4 New Model Testing (with system revision removed).
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6 Discussion
The New Model offers a new perspective on testing but might raise some concerns. In this section I’ll
try and pre-empt some more prominent concerns by asking and answering some obvious questions
that arise.

6.1 Where do the Test Axioms fit?
The Tester’s Pocketbook sets out sixteen areas which are germane to test strategy. I have been
teaching test strategy workshops using the axioms since 2009 and, excepting context-specific issues,
they provide a workable framework for the creation of a test strategy. The axioms can be viewed at
the Test Axioms website [16].
The categorisation I applied in the original book aligns with the New Model, but not exactly. Perhaps
I should revise the Pocketbook accordingly. At any rate, here is my suggested alignment of the three
Axiom categories, and the New Model.
Stakeholder Axioms
 Testing needs stakeholders
 The value of evidence is for the stakeholder to
decide
 If we don’t manage scope we may never meet
stakeholder expectations
 The scope of testing and acceptance are always
compromises
Design Axioms
 Test design is based on models
 Testers need sources of knowledge to select
things to test
 Testers need sources of knowledge to evaluate
actual outcomes or behaviours
 Testing needs a mechanism for ordering tests by
value
 Testing needs a test coverage model or models
 Our sources of knowledge are fallible and
complete
Test Delivery Axioms
 The value of testing is measured by the
confidence of stakeholder decision-making
 Some repeated tested are inevitable
 Run our most valuable tests first – we may not
have the time to run them later
 Test execution requires a known, controlled
environment
 Testing never goes as planned; evidence arrives
in discrete quanta
 Testing never finishes; it stops
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6.2 Why not separate design and delivery in the New Model?
If the Testing Process consists of Design and Delivery activities, why not separate them in the New
Model? In principle, the design and delivery could be separated. The rather complicated Testing
Process could then perhaps have been simplified. There are arguments for and against this change.
If the New Model had three thinking modes, exploration, design and delivery then it might align
more closely with the traditional, staged or waterfall view of testing. But this staged approach is not
a good fit with ‘exploratory testing’. The exploratory tester does not design all their tests and then
apply them. Tests are applied soon after they are thought of – there is little or no delay between
these two activities. In a waterfall project, there could easily be delays of weeks or months between
design (and documentation) of tests and test execution.
However, if we take seriously the idea that documentation of tests is a logistical, and not a testing
activity, then these delays do not exist and thought processes of staged and exploratory testing are
the same. So the ‘no delays allowed’ argument of exploratory testers fades.
You might now ask, if you don’t separate design and delivery, why did you separate the exploration
process from the test process? My argument here is that all testers explore to build their models and
then transition to the testing process. Exploratory testers are no different – they explore a feature in
scope and then they make a judgement that their model(s) can be trusted to derive some tests from.
Then they proceed to select and apply those tests.
The decision to transition from exploration to testing is a rather subtle judgement, whereas the
transition between design and application of those tests is more mechanical.

6.3 Where does human judgement fit in the model?
The New Model, as presented is a set of thought processes, so human judgement cannot be
separated from the many, many micro-decisions made in the exploration and testing processes.
However, there are two points in the model where human judgement is critical and explicitly
applied.
The decision to transition from exploration to testing is one of judgement as to whether the models
being developed are sufficiently detailed and reliable to derive tests from. I have no guidelines to
suggest yet, except that you must use your judgement. I am hopeful that a set of criteria for making
the transition (in both directions) could be derived, but I have a suspicion that the dilemma to be
resolved is akin to the ‘who tests the testers?’ quandary. More work is required here.
The other obvious place is the Interpreting activity. However a test is applied, by a human or by
using a tool, the outcome requires human judgement to interpret. Automated tests, (whether just
one or thousands are involved) that pass need minimal interpretation – most of the thinking was
done before the tests were designed and applied. A single test failure or anomaly, however the test
was applied, might take seconds or days to diagnose and understand – there is no telling how it
might pan out.

6.4 How does the New Model relate to TDD, BDD and similar approaches?
Let’s consider TDD first. It is best described in [17]. TDD is a development approach where program
code is created in very small increments. Features are created through a number of iterations
through the following sequence:
1. Decide on the feature or incremental functionality to add to a feature and create an automated
test to cover it (in some way).
2. Run your tests. Watch the new test fail.
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3. Write the minimum amount of code (or make the minimum change) to make the new test pass.
4. Repeat the test and if it fails go to 3 and try again.
5. Now all tests pass, consider refactoring the code. Refactoring might be a tidy-up, a minor or
major re-design based on satisfaction with the current design. Go to 4.
6. If the feature is not finished, go to 1.
The TDD process requires that the developer has a clear understanding of the requirement, but not
necessarily the design of the code. This iterative/incremental learning process has the following
outcomes:


All code that is written has at least one automated test to demonstrate its behaviour.



All automated tests pass.



The design of the code emerges from the process rather than the feature being fully-designed
up front.



If the process is followed and refactoring performed carefully, the design should be a good one.

How does the New Model relate to this approach? Well, the short answer is – it doesn’t. The longer
answer is that this process is not a test process, it is a design process. The developer will almost
certainly explore sources of knowledge, scoping out one feature at a time, building up a model of
how that feature should behave. But from then on, the key choice is, “What is the next incremental
code addition or change required to advance the feature’s development?” This is a program design
choice even though creation of a test is the very next step.
The test that is created is chosen to show the incremental change is present and works at least once.
The intent is to create scaffolding that provides confidence in the development process and a
covering set of tests that allow the inevitable refactoring process to be done safely. Now, some
developers might take care to add more tests than others to cover edge-cases or error handling, but
this is down to the discretion of the developer. Perhaps it should be mandatory part of the TDD
process.
There is a good case to be made for developers to learn the basic black-box and structural testdesign techniques, but it remains that the core TDD approach does not map directly to the New
Model.
TDD is also focused on components that can be tested with fast-running tests applied in a
Continuous Integration regime, so components are normally isolated from databases, network
messaging and even the user interface. TDD-developed code almost always requires additional
testing through the user-interface, integration and system testing activities that do map to the New
Model.
BDD is somewhat different [18]. In this case, specifications in the form of user stories written in a
formal, domain-specific language, are used by programmers to generate their test code. From the
test code, there follows a TDD-style approach to build up the required features, seeing tests fail,
writing code to make tests pass, refactoring regularly.
Stories are written to capture requirements, or illustrate the behaviours of features by example, so
that the three-amigos – BA, developer and tester – can evolve a common understanding of the
features to be built. The examples or scenarios that illustrate features are written in language that
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can be interpreted by tools such as Cucumber [19] or SpecFlow [20] to generate and execute test
code that drives the TDD process.
There is direct parallel between the story writing process and the New Model. The collaborative
specification is the exploration process. The output of the process is stories – the model, if you like.
Scenarios or acceptance criteria in the stories are used to challenge the understanding of the
requirement as well as illustrate it. The transition from specification (exploration) to coding requires
the judgement and agreement of the participants. The tests derive directly from these scenarios.
However, the mapping to the testing process is less certain:


BDD advocates and practitioners emphasise the value of collaborative specification over the
value of the test automation, but also encourage practitioners to limit themselves to creating
only ‘key examples’ (see for example, [21]) and not a covering set of tests. These test are
regarded as ‘acceptance tests’. Test coverage may only be superficial – and other tests are likely
to be required.



Developers use the generated test code to drive their automated unit testing and are
encouraged to write additional tests that use this test framework. Developers might not create
tests that go beyond the need to create tests in the TDD style although it might be helpful if they
did. Some more research and experience reports are required in this area.

Overall, BDD maps nicely to the exploration process, less well to the testing process.

6.5 Does the New Model describe Non-Functional as well as Functional Testing?
Modelling non-functional (NF) testing (including performance, security, usability, availability and so
on) is a challenge because there are so many varied NF requirements and test approaches. It would
be quite an achievement to derive a single, unified model that covers both functional and NF testing.
The New Model intentionally focuses on functional testing but, in principle, could support the testing
of some NF requirements.
The certification schemes separate functional and NF precisely because the logistics of each NF test
type is distinctly different and as a consequence, they tend to offer only a superficial review of these
techniques than a usable set off skills (of which more, later).
So is the New Model appropriate for NF testing? It remains to be seen, I think. Because the New
Model de-scopes the logistics, it may be that it can be used to model most (if not all) of the NF
testing approaches. Certainly NF testing has an ‘explore the sources of knowledge’ phase and
modelling for security, performance, capacity/volume and availability for example is wellestablished.
The testing process – informing, applying, interpreting and logging activities seem to correspond
with the more prominent dynamic tests like performance, reliability, availability and security.
Usability and the ‘softer’ areas – it’s not clear.
Further work in this area needs to be done, and in particular, we need some experience reports.

6.6 How does the New Model relate to the “checking v testing” dichotomy?
Naming tests that can be scripted and performed by humans or tools as checks [22] does not inspire
me, I have to say. Smart people I’ve discussed the idea with say it confuses rather than enlightens.
Cem Kaner, in a blog here [23] ably criticises that ‘strange dichotomization of testing and checking’.
My criticism of the check v test definitions is that the definition of checking seems to describe
evaluation of observations. Is this to be read as ‘performing a comparison’ or is it the interpretation
of a positive, negative or near-miss comparison? The first can be automated, but the second cannot.
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Does the definition of a check include its design and application? If so, then why doesn’t the
checking definition include ‘questioning, study, modelling, observation and inference’ – these are all
part of both testing and checking.
If that isn’t the intended interpretation, the evaluation by humans making a value judgement
(testing) involves learning and checks performed using an ‘algorithmic rule’ do not. If a test does not
cause learning – that is, if you learn nothing when a test is applied and interpreted – then I’d say that
the test has no value.
A test that involves a comparison with an expectation (or a calculable outcome or oracle) seems not
to be a test, but a check. So is a test where the outcome cannot be compared with an oracle at all?
Are tests evaluations where the judgement is always subjective?
Confusing, isn’t it?
An obvious challenge is to ask how, for example, Stephen Hawking tests. One of the smartest people
on the planet cannot use their hands or voice, so would have to use proxy testers or tools following
instructions to apply the professor’s test. Hawking therefore cannot, by definition, test – he can only
check. This makes no sense to me. The disabled professor can mentally model and describe a test for
others to apply and for him to interpret. Is this test any less legitimate than the same test modelled
and performed by an able-bodied professor?
I will continue to treat checks as ‘tests that could be applied by humans or tools’. Only humans can
interpret outcomes. Simple enough.

6.7 How does the New Model relate to ‘exploratory testing’?
In the New Model, all testing involves exploration of sources of knowledge. But the popular view of
exploratory testing [24] is as an unscripted/improvised activity performed only by humans where the
primary source of knowledge it the system itself.

Figure 5 New Model and 'Exploratory' Testing
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Let’s consider a situation where the only source of knowledge is the system under test. In the New
Model, the elements representing the source of knowledge and the system can now be merged into
one. The model is basically ‘wrapped around’ and shown in the diagram above.
You can see that the topology of the New Model is unchanged. The same flows of thinking can be
followed. The Judgement required to transition between the exploration process and the Testing
Process is the same, although one would obviously expect the transition to be much more rapid than
in a staged project.
If the system is the only source of knowledge, then the New Model stands up. But it is hard to
imagine a situation where the system is the only source, even in a classroom exercise. For example,
the tester always brings their experience and knowledge to their exploration. Stakeholders, users
and developers are usually able to advise. In the case of an off-the-shelf package implementation,
there is usually copious documentation, and so on.
To avoid confusion, we might need a new name for ‘exploratory testing’? Perhaps something like
‘Improvised Testing’?

6.8 Does the New Model change thinking about test automation?
We have already discussed the roles of developer unit-test automation in section 6.4. Does the
model shed any new light on the use of automation at system level and/or using GUI test
automation?
If we regard test record-keeping as logistics, we can ignore most ‘test management’ tools in this
discussion.
The opportunities for automating the application of tests are unchanged by the New Model. The
problems of test automation are not affected either. However, by separating the exploration and
testing processes, it is obvious that whereas only humans model, the role and value of automation is
clearly in the ‘applying tests’ activity. In Model-based testing (MBT), models are used explicitly to
provide the data or at least a template for (usually) high volumes of tests. MBT fits the New Model.
The trend in the developer community, where TDD, BDD, Continuous Integration (CI) and DevOps
cultures are increasingly popular is reducing the reliance on GUI test automation as an antiregression measure. Developer tests, being maintained and managed in a CI regime provide most of
the cover for regression problems, but the need for system-level regression testing remains.
At the system level, the motivation for intentionally automated tests as a regression detection
measure is somewhat different from that of functional testing performed by humans. The
information need is less to detect low-level differences in behaviour but rather that the core
workflows in a system operate consistently across releases. I explore testing and other antiregression approaches in a series of four papers [25].
There is no reason why the New Model should not be used to design a set of automated tests that
have an anti-regression objective. It should be possible to create a model of the system to be
instrumented for regression and use that to derive tests intended to be automated. More work is
required in this area.

6.9 What about developer testing?
Most software (that is testable) does not have a UI. So developers have to use tools to apply subsystem tests whether they adopt TDD, BDD or not, but too often developers rely on late system
testing to catch problems. The shift-left approach puts more emphasis on early, automated
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developer testing than on late system testing. But really, the shift encourages teams to change their
mind-set towards a test-early, test-often attitude. This is only to be encouraged.
Whether developers follow the test-first approach or not, the tools, mostly free to use, are widely
available and proven. In the open source community, it is almost unacceptable to post code to public
repositories without an accompanying automated build process and tests. If companies pursue the
DevOps approach and/or eliminate independent test teams in favour of embedded testers, testing
will be seen as an activity that is naturally part of software development rather than as a safety-net.
If developers and testers share some thought processes for their testing then this can only help to
institutionalise testing in all development activities. Note that the model suggests similar processes
are at work, not that developers and testers think the same.

6.10 Testing Skills – a different perspective?
I have hinted that by excluding the logistical activities from the New Model, then the processes can
be both simplified and possibly regarded as universal. By this means, perhaps the core testing skills
of developers and testers might coalesce. Testing logistics skills would naturally vary across
organisations, but the core testing skills should be the same.
From the descriptions of the activities in the exploration and testing processes, it is clear that the
skills required to perform them are somewhat different from the traditional view of testing as a
staged activity performed exclusively by independent test teams. Perhaps the New Model suggests a
different skills framework.
As a challenge to the status-quo, I have put together a highly speculative list of skills that might be
required:

6.10.1 Exploration








Analysis, enquiry and elicitation from varied sources of knowledge:
o

Documents: Business models, requirements, designs, standards, technical specifications

o

Systems: legacy systems, company portals, social media etc.

o

People: interviewing, listening, questioning, giving/receiving criticism

Modelling
o

Use of existing standard model types, UML, financial models, business processes,
workflows etc.

o

Creation of custom models, using heuristics, guesses, brainstorming, ideation, creative
thinking and custom test design techniques

o

Comparison of models, value, advantages, disadvantages, compromises

Prediction
o

Identification, validation and use of oracles

o

Predicate logic and proof

o

Hypothesis and inference

Challenging
o

Requirements validation by example

o

The Socratic method
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o

Rapid Review and Inspection techniques e.g. DeFOSPAM, requirements animation,
prototyping

6.10.2 Testing










Informing
o

Test case design using the black-box, structural techniques

o

Test case design using ad-hoc models

o

Test models and the meaning of coverage

Applying
o

Testing as controlled experiment

o

Scripted testing and observation

o

Exploratory/improvisational testing and observation

o

Note taking, recording

Interpreting
o

Basic data analysis and statistics

o

Decision-making with incomplete data

o

Computer forensics

Logging
o

Fault tree analysis

o

Failure diagnosis

o

Bug advocacy, triage processes and negotiation

Reporting
o

Meaningful software and test metrics

o

Note taking, status reporting and feedback

o

Visual presentation of data

o

Reporting and presentation skills.

6.10.3 General


Understanding stakeholders, their goals and concerns



Deriving test ideas from goals and risks, designing feedback



Production and test analytics



Risk management, risk-based testing and decision-making



Understanding compromise



Critical Thinking



Interpersonal skills



Dealing with uncertainty/fallibility.
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6.11 Does the New Model affect certification?
At the risk of kicking over a hornets nest, if the skills profile of testers changes there are some clear
implications for certification and I should discuss them here. The certifications that exist are
extremely popular but widely criticised. I don’t want to go over the pros and cons of the existing
schemes but I will summarise the situation as:


Certifications are popular, the market for certified tester training is strong.



The value of current certified training courses is doubted by many: The schemes promote best
practices that are often inappropriate; they are stuck in the past; they promote testing-by-rote
rather than creative thinking.



Examinations are syllabus memory tests more than tests of capability.



The schemes are evolving, but extremely slowly.



There is suspicion of and dissatisfaction with the certification boards.

From my own experience of teaching certified courses, the most valuable aspects of these courses
are the test-design techniques. Students certainly find these the most rewarding during the class.
But even though many thousands have taken these classes and passed exams, the number of people
who use the techniques directly is extremely small. I think this is because the techniques are taught
as clerical methods. Classes do not teach modelling – they teach how to follow a selected model by
rote. Until the schemes include modelling as a core skill, certified training will be limited in its value.
There is a place for certification as part of professional development schemes, but there is no clear
or agreed definition of what our profession is. Professional certification ought to be a mix of training,
evaluation, relevant and recent experience and peer review rather than training and multiple choice
exams. Few companies have meaningful development schemes for testers because of the currently
confusing situation.
The biggest problem with the existing schemes is that their syllabuses are dominated by what I have
called testing logistics, and particularly on waterfall, staged or factory approaches. By removing the
testing logistics, a New Model of testing emerges and perhaps better certification syllabuses can be
designed.
I hope the New Model and speculative skills inventory trigger some debate and new thinking in this
area. It is overdue.

7 Conclusion
I believe that our existing models of testing are not fit for purpose – they are inconsistent,
controversial, partial, proprietary and stuck in the past. They are not going to support us in the
rapidly emerging technologies and approaches.
In this paper, I have suggested a New Model of testing that might be a useful framework for thinking
about testing and how testers think. I have tried to be consistent with the intent and content
presented in the two pocketbooks [3, 9]. Some more obvious challenges to the model have been
considered and discussed.
The certification schemes that should represent the interests and integrity of our profession don’t,
and we are left with schemes that are popular, but have low value, lower esteem and attract harsh
criticism. My goal in proposing the New Model is to stimulate new thinking in this area.
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The model has been presented to substantial conference audiences in Finland, Poland and the UK
during April, May and June this year. It was challenged and debated by test managers, senior testers
and consultants in a workshop at the Test Management Summit in April. The feedback and response
has been notably positive in all cases. I am planning to present the New Model at several more
public and company-internal conferences in the UK and elsewhere during 2014.
This is a work in progress. I am actively seeking feedback and guidance on the New Model and the
narrative in this paper.
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